VSATT

Real Doctors Treat More Than One Species
(also humans are gross)
What is VSATT?

• We are the registered Veterinary Students of the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University of The West Indies, St. Augustine of Trinidad and Tobago.

• Like any Student based organization we have a Core Executive

• We represent the students
Our Functions

• Ensure a holistic experience for, you, the Veterinary students

• Bridge any gap between all staff and student body via the many avenues of communication to ensure the availability of all opportunities

• Seek and foster good relations and a greater degree of social interactions
How do we achieve our roles?

• We are primarily self-sustained and make our profits through bake sales, movie days etc.

• We have decided to revive the Open Day of Veterinary School and we need our students’ support

• Our last event at the end of every year is a Banquet
Any Affiliations?

We are associated with:

• The Guild
• The Medical Sciences Student Association
• The School of Veterinary Medicine
• The Trinidad and Tobago Veterinary Association
The Core Executive; The Team
PRESIDENT

Name: Tesha Sooklal
Graduation year: 2019
Nationality: Trinidadian
Random fact: I was the first Volunteer at Trinidad and Tobago’s Zoo.
Vice President
Name: Rhea Rambarran
Graduating yr: 2019
Nationality: Trinidadian
Random Fact: I'm a self taught puppy potty trainer!
President Elect

Name: Brianna Schwapp
Graduating yr: 2020
Nationality: Jamaican

Random Fact: I am an avid equestrian and compete in showjumping, dressage and cross country. I am also a level one FEI Instructor.
Treasurer

Name: Krista Ali

Graduating yr: 2019

Nationality: Trinidadian

Random Fact: I am an avid cricket fan. My favourite being none other than Brian Lara.
Secretary

Name: Luissa Jacob
Graduating yr: 2019
Nationality: Trinbagonian
Random Fact: Bird lover, Chicken enthusiast, Lover of food and all things edible, Favourite author- CS Lewis, Favourite poet- Khalil Gibran, Believer of positive vibrations
PRO

Name: Ryan Pierre (but you can call me Josh)

Graduating yr: 2019

Nationality: Trinidadian

Random Fact: I am a Certified Raptor Handler.
Thank You!
Let’s make this year the best!